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Abstract. The paper examines whether rhetorical questions (RQs) with insulting content or implications 
soften or intensify the insulting content that they express, as compared to corresponding direct statements 
with similar insulting content. The analysis is based on the results of two online surveys conducted among 276 
Bosnian university students (182 and 94, respectively), who evaluated, in regard to their offensiveness, two 
sets of RQs and corresponding statements with insulting content or implications. Three types of insulting RQs 
were included in the surveys: insulting RQs without explicitly offensive terms, insulting RQs that incorporate 
derogatory words, and sarcastic RQs with insulting implications. The expected results were that: a) in line with 
Frank’s (1990) account of strengthening effects of RQs as their primary function, insulting RQs, with or without 
derogatory words, will function as amplifiers, and sound more offensive than corresponding declaratives; and 
b) sarcastic RQs, following Dews and Winner’s (1995) account of softening effects of sarcastic utterances, will 
function as mitigators, as compared to non-sarcastic declaratives with insulting content. The obtained results 
indicate that the first hypothesis cannot be verified (in spite of some indications that slight amplifying effects do 
exist), and the second hypothesis is completely rejected, with some likelihood that the opposite could be true.
Keywords: insulting rhetorical questions; insulting statements; derogatory words; sarcastic rhetorical questions; 
mitigators; amplifiers. 

Introduction

Rhetorical questions (henceforth, RQs) represent a highly effective stylistic 
device characterized by function-form dichotomy and the ability to perform multiple 
communicative functions1 (Schaffer, 2005; Ilie, 1994), both in friendly and aggressive 
communication (Špago, 2020). Whether viewed as indirect assertions (Han, 2002), 
questions with a constrained set of possible answers (Van Rooy, 2003), redundant 

1  As noted by Schaffer (2005, p. 435), RQs can have “multiple functions which may work separately in different 
contexts, or even simultaneously, at different levels, in the same context”. 
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interrogatives (Rohde, 2006), questions which point at an already known fact (Caponigro 
and Sprouse, 2007), or in some other way, one of the main features of RQs is that they 
are not posed in an attempt to elicit a verbal answer2, but rather to achieve a number 
of other communicative goals, often those associated with persuasion (Frank, 1990). 
While in most cases, they share the same form with information-seeking questions, 
which makes context the crucial indicator of the rhetorical or non-rhetorical nature 
of questions, some RQs can contain elements (for instance, NPIs)3 that facilitate their 
rhetorical interpretation. 

An interesting quality of RQs is that they can, depending on the context, be used both 
to strengthen and soften the content that they express (Frank, 1990; Ilie, 1994; Moshavi, 
2009). Among a wide range of different uses of such questions, one that has received little, 
if any, attention so far is to express content that is (or may be interpreted as) insulting to 
the addressee or a third party. 

While insults do not necessarily need to be used with hostile intentions4, they are most 
commonly defined as expressions that are used in an attempt to put down, humiliate or hurt 
the target (Mateo and Yus, 2013; Gabriel, 1998). Whether they appear in an innovative or 
conventional form, their interpretation and implications are highly context and culture-
dependent (Mateo and Yus, 2013), and their perceived level of offensiveness often varies 
(Kremin, 2017). 

The aim of this study is to explore, based on the results of two online surveys conducted 
among Bosnian university students, whether the offensive content is intensified or softened 
(and, if yes, to what extent) when expressed in the form of RQs, as well as whether different 
types of RQs (such as those that contain sarcasm or derogatory words) are perceived as 
less or more offensive than outright statements with similar insulting content. 

1. Background

RQs have attracted much attention from researchers over the past few decades, as 
numerous studies focusing on different aspects of these unconventional questions have 
been done. In regard to the nature of RQs and/or the answers which they imply, several 
approaches have been proposed:

• RQs are (semantically) indirect statements in the form of questions, whose polarity 
is opposite to that of the questions5 (Han, 2002),

2  According to Ilie’s (1994) account of RQs, such questions require so-called “mental response”, i.e. the 
addressee’s recognition and acceptance of the implied answer.  

3  Negative polarity items – words or expressions which can only be used in negative sentences. If strong NPIs 
(such as lift a finger, budge an inch, give a damn, etc.) appear in a question, they invariably indicate that the question 
is rhetorical (Zwarts, 1996; Han, 2002).

4 As elaborated by Mateo and Yus (2013), only one out of three potential uses of insults is associated with 
hostility towards the addressee – the other two are to praise (or even show admiration towards) the addressee or to 
reinforce social bonding. Such non-derogatory uses of insulting language (for instance, black people using the n-
word among themselves) are known as appropriation (see Bianchi, 2014). 

5  What has John ever done for Sam?  this implies that John hasn’t done anything for Sam, whereas What hasn’t 
John done for Sam? this implies that John has done everything for Sam (Han, 2002, p. 202).
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• RQs are essentially information-seeking questions, but all possible answers to them 
have more or less similar implications6 (Van Rooy, 2003),

• RQs are neither information-seeking nor information-providing, but redundant 
interrogatives whose purpose is to confirm the interlocutors’ “shared beliefs about 
the world” (Rohde, 2006, p. 135),  

• RQs are semantically and syntactically the same as information-seeking questions 
but differ from them at a pragmatic level7 (Caponigro and Sprouse, 2007), etc.

Other studies explored the use of RQs as a response to information-seeking questions 
(Schaffer, 2005), or other communicative functions of RQs (Ilie, 1994; Frank, 1990), as 
well as the use of sarcasm in RQs (Oraby et al., 2016; Oraby et al., 2017), and the prosody 
of RQs as opposed to that of information-seeking questions (Dehé and Braun, 2020; Braun 
et al., 2018; and others).

One aspect of RQs that is particularly of interest to us in this study is their 
communicative function related to strengthening or weakening the content they express. 
In their account of politeness strategies, Brown and Levinson (1987) list RQs as one of the 
off-record strategies which may be used to perform FTAs8 and soften excuses or criticism. 
On the other hand, Ilie (1994, p. 128) claims that RQs can function “as amplifiers or as 
mitigators, by emphasizing or toning down the addresser’s opinions, beliefs, assumptions”, 
which she later supports by the findings of her analysis of the use of RQs in courtroom 
discourse (p. 213). Frank (1990) adopts an approach which allows for a dual function of 
RQs (while they can be used to minimize face threats, and thereby have softening effects, 
they can also “enable speakers to make stronger statements, with greater implications, than 
would be possible if they had made straightforward assertions” (Frank, 1990, p. 726)), 
but concludes, based on the analysis of a set of spontaneous conversations, that the latter 
is the primary function of such questions.9 A number of studies of the use of RQs in the 
Bible also showed that their use is sometimes associated with strengthening statements, 
and, at other times, RQs serve as “a courteous means of issuing a corrective or criticism” 
(Moshavi, 2009, pp. 33–34). 

While RQs with insulting content have been mentioned occasionally (for instance, 
Mateo and Yus (2013) list examples of such questions as forms of innovative insults10), 
there have been no studies that focused on this type of RQs yet. 

Previous studies provided conflicting accounts of whether sarcastic utterances are more 
or less hurtful than corresponding non-sarcastic utterances. On the one hand, according 

6  Did John lift a finger to help Mary? can be answered with “yes” or “no”, but the difference is irrelevant. (John 
either did nothing to help Mary, or he provided only insignificant help.) (Van Rooy, 2003). 

7  If the addresser already knows the answer, the question is interpreted as rhetorical; otherwise, it is interpreted 
as information-seeking (Caponigro, Sprouse, 2007).

8  Face-threatening acts – (speech) acts which can potentially threaten the “face” (self-image) of either the 
addresser (such as apologizing) or the addressee (for instance, criticizing) (see Brown, Levinson, 1987).

9 “While the data is limited, the distribution of examples supports the view that the primary function of RQ’s 
is to persuade, not to normalize social relationships by balancing speaker and hearer ‘face’ needs.” (Frank, 1990, 
p. 737)

10  “What other problems do you have besides being unemployed, a moron, and a dork?” (the example taken 
from Mateo, Yus, 2013, p. 105). 
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to Dews and Winner’s (1995) tinge hypothesis, sarcastic utterances are less hurtful than 
literal (non-sarcastic) statements, as positive words, even when used ironically, “tinge” 
the negative implications of the utterance, and make it less hurtful (hence, the tinge 
hypothesis). Conversely, some other studies (for instance, Leggitt, Gibbs, 2000; Toplak, 
Katz, 2000) claim the opposite – sarcastic expressions sound more hurtful than literal 
(non-sarcastic) ones, as they intensify the hostile attitude11.

2. Methodology

Two online surveys were conducted among 276 university students from different 
undergraduate study programs at Dzemal Bijedic University of Mostar, Bosnia-
Herzegovina. The first survey, taken by 182 respondents12, included  10 RQs with insulting 
content paired with corresponding statements with similar insulting content (the examples 
were not contextualized). The respondents were asked to assess the RQ and the outright 
statement in each pair in terms of their offensiveness, assuming that they were used in the 
same context and with the intention to insult and to mark either the RQ or the statement 
as less insulting, or, alternatively, both of them as equally insulting. The second survey 
aimed to strengthen and validate the findings of the first one and explore whether the 
assessment of contextualized examples would yield different results.  

Three types of RQs with insulting content were included in the survey13: 
• RQs with insulting content or implications, but without derogatory words (Ex.1:Why 

are you talking, who asked you anything? vs Stop talking, nobody asked you 
anything. Ex.7: And what are you like, why don’t you look at yourself first? vs 
You’re not any better, you should look at yourself first. Ex.8: What do you know 
about anything, man? vs You don’t know anything, man. Ex.11: Who cares what 
you think?! vs I don’t care what you think! Ex.13: Can you do anything right?!  vs 

11  For a more detailed overview, see Filik et al. (2016).
12  94 male and 88 female respondents, the vast majority of them young adults (18–25 years old).
13  In order to ensure that the respondents evaluate each pair separately, the RQ-statement pairs from the same 

type were not grouped together in the surveys, but in the order listed below. Here are the RQ-statement pairs in 
Bosnian (the first survey Ex.1-10; the second survey Ex.11-20) Ex.1 – Šta se ti javljaš, ko je tebe išta pitao? vs 
Nemoj se ti javljati, nije te niko ništa pitao. Ex.2 – Kakva bi budala tebi vjerovala? vs Samo bi budala tebi vjerovala. 
Ex.3 – A vi ste mi k’o neke poštenjačine, je li? vs I vi ste korumpirani. Ex.4 – Pa hoću li slušati nekog hajvana k’o 
što si ti? vs Pa neću slušati nekog hajvana k’o što si ti. Ex.5 – Jesi li ti stvarno glup, ili šta? vs Ti si stvarno glup. 
Ex.6 – A kako ti izgledaš, ko neka manekenka, neka ljepotica, je li? vs Nisi mi ni ti nešto lijepa. Ex.7 – A kakav si ti, 
što sebe prvo ne pogledaš? vs Nisi ni ti ništa bolji od njega, pogledaj sebe prvo. Ex.8 – Ma šta ti znaš o bilo čemu, 
čovječe? vs Ma ne znaš ti ništa, čovječe. Ex.9 – Da nisi ti neki stručnjak za to, neki ekspert? vs Ne znaš ti o tome 
ništa. Ex.10 – Ko bi išta vjerovao lažovu kao što si ti? vs Ne vjerujem ništa lažovu kao što si ti. Ex.11 – Ma koga je 
briga šta ti misliš?! vs Ma nikoga nije briga šta ti misliš! Ex.12 – Kad si to ti postala tako pametna? vs Zadrži svoj 
savjet za sebe! Ex.13 – Znaš li ti išta uraditi kako treba?! vs Ne znaš ništa uraditi kako treba! Ex.14 – Ko takvim 
nesposobnjakovićima daje da voze auto?! vs Takvim nesposobnjakovićima bi trebalo zabraniti da voze auto! Ex.15 – 
A šta ćeš ti raditi u međuvremenu, možda pogledati neki film? vs Možeš i ti počistiti stan, svakako ništa ne radiš! 
Ex.16 – Pa hoću li biti ulizica k’o ti?! vs Pa neću da budem ulizica k’o ti! Ex.17 – Jesi li ti normalan?! vs Ti nisi 
normalan! Ex.18 – Kakva budala tebi dade vozačku?! vs Onaj ko tebi dade vozačku je budala! Ex.19 – Pa šta ja sad 
trebam, da vam dam neku medalju zbog toga? vs Pa ako ste uradili, nemojte mi to stalno spominjati! Ex.20 – Jesi li 
ti stvarno toliko bezobrazan?! vs Ti si stvarno toliko bezobrazan!
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You can’t do anything right! Ex.17: Are you in your right mind?! vs You’re not in 
your right mind!)

• insulting RQs which include a derogatory word14 (Ex.2: What kind of fool would 
believe you? vs Only a fool would believe you. Ex.4: Am I going to listen to a 
jerk like you? vs I am not going to listen to a jerk like you. Ex.5: Are you really 
so stupid or what? vs You’re really stupid. Ex.10: Who would ever believe a liar 
like you? vs I never believe a liar like you. Ex.14: Who allows such incompetents 
to drive a car?! vs Such incompetents shouldn’t be allowed to drive a car! Ex.16: 
Am I supposed to be an ass-kisser like you?!  vs I don’t want to be an ass-kisser 
like you! Ex.18: What kind of fool gave you a driver’s license?! vs The one who 
gave you a driver’s license is a fool! Ex.20: Are you really so insolent?! vs You’re 
so insolent!);

• sarcastic RQs with insulting implications15 (Ex.3: And who are you, some honest 
guys, I guess? vs You’re corrupted, too. Ex.6: And how do you look like, maybe like 
a model, like a beauty, right? vs You don’t look attractive, either. Ex.9: And what 
are you, maybe some kind of expert on that? vs You don’t know anything about 
that. Ex.12: When did you get so smart? vs Keep your advice to yourself! Ex.15: 
And what are you going to do in the meantime, watch a movie? vs You can clean 
it yourself, you’re not doing anything! Ex.19: So, what am I supposed to do, give 
you a medal for that?  vs If you did it for me, don’t mention it all the time!).

Taking into consideration the fact that insulting RQs represent the harshest form of 
aggressive RQs, and that, accordingly, the speaker’s intention is not to pay heed to the 
addressee’s “face“ needs when using such questions, I predict, in line with Frank’s (1990) 
view that the primary function of RQs is to strengthen statements, that insulting RQs, with 
or without derogatory words, should act as amplifiers. Therefore, the following hypothesis 
will be tested in regard to non-sarcastic insulting RQs:

1)  RQs with insulting content will function as amplifiers, i.e. they will sound more 
offensive than corresponding insulting statements.

Regarding sarcastic RQs with insulting implications vs non-sarcastic statements with 
insulting content, the following hypothesis, in line with Dews and Winner (1995), will 
be tested in this study:

2)  Sarcastic RQs will function as mitigators, i.e. they will sound less offensive than 
corresponding non-sarcastic statements with insulting content.

3. Results and discussion

This section is divided into three subsections: the findings related to the first hypothesis 
are presented and analysed in subsections 4.1. (insulting RQs which do not include 

14  Instances of RQs which are simply accompanied by a derogatory word were not included (for instance, What’s 
the difference, moron?), as the insulting content in such cases is not a part of the RQ, but rather combined with it.

15  All sarcastic RQs in both surveys were accompanied by the expression “(said in a sarcastic tone)”, in order 
to facilitate their understanding.
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derogatory terms) and 4.2. (insulting RQs which incorporate derogatory terms), while the 
data related to the second hypothesis, regarding sarcastic RQs, is explored in subsection 4.3.

3.1. Insulting RQs without derogatory words

The respondents from the first survey evaluated three pairs of RQs and corresponding 
direct statements with insulting content which do not incorporate derogatory words 
(the offensiveness of the RQs/statements is based on the denigrating implications of 
the content – the addressee should keep quiet; the addressee is not a good person; the 
addressee doesn’t know anything). The pattern which has been noticed in responses to 
different examples of such RQ-direct statement pairs is characterized by three things: 

a)  there is a divided opinion regarding the  harshness of such RQs and corresponding 
statements, as all three potential answers (the RQ is less insulting / the statement 
is less insulting / they are equally insulting) received some attention; 

b)  the respondents who understand the direct statement in each pair as less insulting 
outnumber those who find the RQ as less insulting, which can indicate that such 
RQs tend to strengthen the insulting content; 

c)  in each pair, the number of those who interpret the RQ as either less or equally 
offensive as the corresponding statement is higher than the number of those who 
find statements as less insulting, which reveals that amplifying effects of insulting 
RQs are not obvious. 

In two out of the three pairs, the most common answer was that the RQ and the 
statement are equally insulting, and in one pair, the most frequently chosen option was that 
the statement is less insulting.16 Additionally, in one example, there was a predominant 
response (the RQ and statement are equally insulting) provided by more than two-thirds 
of the survey participants, as shown in Table 1:

Table 1. RQs with insulting implications compared to corresponding insulting statements (no dero-
gatory words being used) – first survey (182 respondents)

RQ-statement pair The RQ is less 
insulting

The statement 
is less insulting

They are equal-
ly insulting

Ex.1: Why are you talking, who asked 
you anything? vs Stop talking, nobody 
asked you anything.

14 (7.6%) 46 (25.2%) 122 (67%)

Ex.7: And what are you like, why don’t 
you look at yourself first? vs You‘re not 
any better, you should look at yourself 
first.

49 (26.9%) 74 (40.6%) 59 (32.4%)

Ex.8: What do you know about anything, 
man? vs You don‘t know anything, man.

31 (17%) 70 (38.4%) 81 (44.5%)

16  As suggested by one of the anonymous reviewers, a probable explanation for this (Ex.7) could be that the RQ 
was formulated differently compared to the other two examples. Had this RQ been phrased differently (e.g., Are you 
any better?), the results may have been different.
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Although no striking differences between the responses of the male and female 
respondents have been noticed, an interesting finding is that the female respondents 
were more likely to disregard potential differences between such RQs and corresponding 
statements in terms of their harshness, and the male respondents were more likely to 
recognize amplifying effects of the RQs, as shown in Table 2:

Table 2. RQs with insulting implications compared to corresponding insulting statements (no deroga-
tory words being used) – comparing male and female responses from the first survey (182 respondents)

RQ-statement pair
The RQ is less 

insulting 
M         vs        F

The statement is 
less insulting 

M         vs        F

They are equally 
insulting 

M         vs        F
Why are you talking, who asked 
you anything? vs Stop talking, 
nobody asked you anything.

10  
(11%)

4  
(5%)

30  
(32%)

16  
(18%) 

54  
(57%)

68  
(77%) 

And what are you like, why don’t 
you look at yourself first? vs 
You‘re not any better, you should 
look at yourself first.

28  
(30%)

21  
(24%)

41  
(44%)

33  
(38%)

25  
(27%)

34  
(39%) 

What do you know about any-
thing, man? vs You don‘t know 
anything, man.

21  
(22%)

10  
(11%)

40  
(43%)

30  
(34%)

33  
(35%)

48  
(55%)

While the results from the first survey hint at the possibility that RQs with insulting 
implications are more likely to be interpreted as harsher, rather than milder, when 
compared to outright statements with similar content, on average close to two-thirds of 
the respondents (over 65%) did not recognize the provided examples of statements as 
less insulting if used in the same context as the corresponding RQs. There was a number 
of points that needed to be further clarified with the second survey: whether some RQ-
statement pairs from the second survey will be predominantly marked as equally offensive 
(as was the case with Ex.1); whether the evaluation of contextualized examples would 
significantly affect the results; and, finally, if the noted differences in responses of male 
and female respondents from the first survey were just a coincidence. 

The results obtained from the second survey were in line with the pattern observed 
in the first one (divided opinions; more responses in favour of amplifying rather than 
mitigating effects of RQs; yet, the majority of the respondents did not recognize the 
provided RQs as amplifiers). In all three assessed pairs, the most common answer (in two 
of them chosen by more than half of the respondents) was that the RQs and statements 
are equally offensive, as shown in Table 3. 

It can be concluded that the assessment of contextualized RQ-statement pairs from the 
second survey did not yield significantly different results, but there was less fluctuation in 
responses to different examples. The findings of the second survey further strengthened 
the view that amplifying effects of this kind of insulting RQs are not apparent to about 
two-thirds of the respondents. In regard to the above-mentioned gender differences, the 
second survey also indicated the possibility that women are more likely to disregard 
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differences between RQs and statements in terms of their strength. However, a limitation 
of the second study is the fact that only 24 male respondents participated in it, so further 
research on this is needed. 

Table 3. RQs with insulting implications compared to corresponding insulting statements (no dero-
gatory words being used) – second survey (94 respondents)

RQ-statement pair The RQ is less 
insulting

The statement is 
less insulting

They are equally 
insulting

Ex.11: Who cares what you think?! vs I 
don’t care what you think!* 3 (3.2%) 36 (38.2%) 55  (58.5%)

Ex.13: Can you do anything right?!  vs 
You can’t do anything right!** 19 (20.2%) 26 (27.6%) 49 (52.1%)

Ex.17: Are you in your right mind?! vs 
You’re not in your right mind!*** 24 (25.5%) 30 (31.9%) 40 (42.5%)

*  Context: You are talking to your friend about her new boyfriend (you are genuinely worried): „I think you should 
be careful with this guy.” She gets offended and responds angrily.
**  Context: An angry mom is shouting at her child who just spilled milk on the floor.
***  Context: A man is starting to cross the street without noticing an approaching car. The driver slams on the 
brakes and yells at the man angrily.

Table 4. RQs with insulting implications compared to corresponding insulting statements (no de-
rogatory words being used) – comparing male and female responses from the second survey (94 
respondents)

RQ-statement pair
The RQ is less 

insulting 
M       vs      F

The statement is 
less insulting 
M       vs      F

They are equally 
insulting 

M       vs      F
Who cares what you think?! vs 
I don‘t care what you think! 1 (4%) 2 (3%) 10 

(42%)
26 

(37%)
13 

(54%)
42 

(60%)
Can you do anything right?!  vs 
You can‘t do anything right! 8 (33%) 11 (16%) 7 (29%) 19 

(27%) 9 (38%) 40 
(57%)

Are you in your right mind?! vs 
You‘re not in your right mind! 5 (21%) 19 (27%) 9 (38%) 21 

(30%)
10 

(42%)
30 

(43%)

Based on the responses of the two groups of respondents (182 and 94, respectively) 
to six RQ-statement pairs with insulting implications, both contextualized and non-
contextualized, it can be concluded that, on average, only 33.6% of the respondents 
recognize amplifying effects of this type of insulting RQs. In five cases, the most common 
answer was that the RQs and statements sound equally offensive (on average, 49.5% of the 
respondents did not notice any difference between RQs and statements from this section 
when it comes to their strength). All of this leads to the conclusion that, despite Frank’s 
(1990) account of strengthening effects of RQs as their primary function, amplifying effects 
of insulting RQs cannot be verified in such instances. A reason for that could be that, in 
such examples, recognizing the speaker’s intention to insult is crucial in determining the 
addressee’s understanding of potentially insulting utterances, and it makes little difference 
whether they are worded as RQs or outright statements.
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On the other hand, in each of the six RQ-statement pairs from this section, the number 
of those who recognize amplifying effects of RQs exceeds the number of those who see 
them as mitigators (by the average margin of 16.9%), which indicates that slight amplifying 
effects could exist. 

3.2. Insulting RQs which include a derogatory word

The respondents from the first survey assessed four RQ-statement pairs with insulting 
content, which include derogatory words. In two cases, the derogatory words (jerk and 
liar) were used as a presupposition in reference to the addressee, and the majority of the 
respondents (over 64%) evaluated those RQs and the corresponding statements as equally 
insulting. This finding counters the hypothesis that insulting RQs should act as amplifiers. 
A reason for this could be that derogatory words directed at addressees determine the 
harshness of such utterances, and the form in which the insult is realized (an RQ or a 
statement) becomes more or less irrelevant in regard to its harshness. 

In another RQ-statement pair, a derogatory word (fool) was used in reference to a third 
party (only a fool would believe the addressee), and, according to the obtained results, it 
still makes little difference whether the utterance is worded as an RQ or a statement. A 
potential explanation for this could be that, in such instances, another derogatory term 
in reference to the addressee is implied (if only a fool would believe the addressee, then 
the addressee must be a liar), which erases differences between an insulting RQ and a 
corresponding statement in terms of the degree of their offensiveness.

As for the fourth pair from this section, in which a derogatory word (stupid) was used 
in reference to the addressee, but was not formulated as a presupposition, provided answers 
indicate that the RQ has slightly mitigating effects noted by 37% of the respondents. 
The explanation could be that the RQ is not as definitive as the statement assigning the 
negative quality to the addressee. Table 5 presents the collected responses which relate 
to these insulting RQ-statement pairs:

Table 5. Insulting RQs with derogatory words compared to corresponding insulting statements with 
the same derogatory words – the first survey (182 respondents)

RQ-statement pair The RQ is less 
insulting

The statement is 
less insulting

They are equally 
insulting

Ex.4: Am I going to listen to a jerk like 
you? vs I am not going to listen to a 
jerk like you.

34 (18.6%) 31 (17%) 117 (64.2%)

Ex.10: Who would ever believe a liar 
like you? vs I never believe a liar like 
you.

22 (12%) 37 (20.3%) 123 (67.5%)

Ex.2: What kind of fool would believe 
you? vs Only a fool would believe you. 45 (24.7%) 43 (23.6%) 94 (51.6%)

Ex.5: Are you really so stupid or what? 
vs You‘re really stupid. 67 (36.8%) 39 (21.4%) 76 (41.7%)
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No significant differences have been spotted between the responses of the male and 
female respondents in this section.

The results from the first survey did not support the first hypothesis in regard to 
insulting RQs which include a derogatory word used as a presupposition in reference to the 
addressee, as almost no differences have been noted between such RQs and corresponding 
statements with insulting content. Points that needed to be further clarified or validated 
by the second survey included the following: whether the assessment of contextualized 
examples would yield similar results; whether additional examples of RQs which include 
a derogatory word used in reference to a third party (such as Ex.2) and those referring to 
the addressee without being used a presupposition (such as Ex.5) would be assessed in a 
similar way, in regard to their offensiveness. 

The respondents from the second survey evaluated four contextualized examples from 
this category. In two of them, derogatory words (incompetent and ass-kisser) were used 
as a presupposition in reference to the addressee. In one case (Ex. 16), the assessment was 
completely in line with the results from the first survey, with close to two-thirds of responses 
marking the RQ and statement as equally insulting. In another one (Ex. 14), the margin 
was not as high, most likely because it was the only example in which the addressee was 
not explicitly linked to the derogatory word (such incompetents vs a jerk like you – Ex. 4; 
a liar like you – Ex.10; an ass-kisser like you – Ex.16).  However, more than half of the 
respondents did not notice any difference between the RQ and the corresponding statement. 

The assessment of an additional example of an RQ with a derogatory word (fool) 
referring to a third party (Ex.18) shows that it behaves similar to RQs with insulting 
implications: while slight amplifying effects of the RQ seem to be present, the majority 
of the respondents (over 60%) do not recognize them.

Table 6. Insulting RQs with derogatory words compared to corresponding insulting statements with 
the same derogatory words – the second survey (94 respondents)

RQ-statement pair The RQ is less 
insulting

The statement  
is less insulting

They are 
equally insulting

Ex.14: Who allows such incompetents 
to drive a car?! vs Such incompetents 
shouldn’t be allowed to drive a car!*

15 (15.9%) 31 (32.9%) 48 (51%)

Ex.16: Am I supposed to be an ass-
kisser like you?! vs I don’t want to be 
an ass-kisser like you!**

9 (9.5%) 24 (25.5%) 61 (64.8%)

Ex.18: What kind of fool gave you a 
driver’s license?! vs The one who gave 
you a driver’s license is a fool!***

14 (14.8%) 35 (37.2%) 45 (47.8%)

Ex.20: Are you really so insolent?! vs 
You’re so insolent!**** 36 (38.2%) 22 (23.4%) 36 (38.2%)

*   Context: Following a minor car accident, one angry driver is talking to the other, who caused it.
**  Context: After an employee had an argument with his boss, his colleague is trying to tell him that he shouldn’t 
have argued with him. He responds angrily.
***  Context: the same as in Ex.17 – this time the pedestrian is shouting back at the driver.
****  Context: Parents are upset by their teen’s disrespectful behavior.
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Conversely, slight mitigating effects, in line with the results of the first survey, have 
been noted in the example in which a derogatory word (insolent) used in reference to the 
addressee was not formulated as a presupposition. The complete results from the second 
survey are shown in Table 6.

The evaluation of the two sets (contextualized and non-contextualized) of insulting 
RQ-statement pairs which include derogatory words, shows that there is little difference 
between an insulting RQ and a corresponding statement in terms of their strength if 
they both include the same derogatory words used as presuppositions in reference to the 
addressee (in three out of four such examples, more than 64% of the respondents marked 
them as equally insulting). Nevertheless, just as it was the case with the RQs from the 
preceding section, such RQs seem to be slightly more inclined towards the amplifying 
rather than mitigating side, as in three out of four assessed examples, there were more 
responses marking statements as less insulting. 

In cases where a derogatory word is used in reference to a third party, although the 
results from the two surveys were not identical (slight amplifying effects of the RQ seem 
to be present only in the second survey), we can still conclude that no apparent differences 
between such RQs and statements can be verified. Finally, in cases where a derogatory 
word used in reference to the addressee is not expressed as a presupposition, both surveys 
indicate that such RQs are slightly more inclined towards the mitigating interpretation.

3.3. Sarcastic RQs with insulting implications

The respondents from the first survey evaluated the offensiveness of three sarcastic 
RQs with insulting implications paired with corresponding non-sarcastic statements with 
insulting content. In two cases, the most common answer was that the statement is less 
insulting (in one of them, it was chosen by almost 60% of the respondents), which hints 
at strengthening effects of sarcastic RQs when used to insult someone: 

Table 7. Sarcastic RQs with insulting implications compared with corresponding non-sarcastic 
statements with insulting content – the first survey (182 respondents)

RQ-statement pair The RQ is less 
insulting

The statement is 
less insulting

They are equally 
insulting

Ex.3: And who are you, some honest 
guys, I guess? vs You‘re corrupted, too. 44 (24.1%) 109 (59.8%) 29 (15.9%)

Ex.6: And how do you look like, maybe 
like a model, like a beauty, right? vs 
You don‘t look attractive, either.

42 (23%) 64 (35.1%) 76 (41.7%)

Ex.9: And what are you, maybe some 
kind of expert on that? vs You don‘t 
know anything about that.

56 (30.7%) 82 (45%) 44 (24.1%)

No significant differences between the responses of the male and female respondents 
have been noticed.
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Although there was much fluctuation in responses to different questions from this 
subsection, it is evident that the results from the first survey reject the view of sarcastic 
RQs as mitigators. In spite of the finding that more than half of the respondents have 
not recognized the amplifying effects of sarcastic RQs, the fact that in two out of three 
examples, the most common answer was that insulting statements are less offensive 
indicates that it is very likely that sarcastic RQs intensify negative implications of insulting 
content. 

The results from the second survey were even more varied than those from the first 
one. In one case (Ex.12), the results indicate slight amplifying effects of the sarcastic RQ, 
and in another one (Ex.19), more than two-thirds of the respondents recognized the RQ 
as an amplifier. The most surprising of the obtained results is related to Ex.15, which is 
the only example in which a sarcastic RQ displayed some mitigating effects:

 
Table 8. Sarcastic RQs with insulting implications compared with corresponding non-sarcastic 
statements with insulting content – the second survey (94 respondents)

RQ-statement pair The RQ is less 
insulting

The statement  
is less insulting

They are equally 
insulting

Ex.12: When did you get so smart? vs 
Keep your advice to yourself!* 30 (31.9%) 37 (39.3%) 27 (28.7%)

Ex.15: And what are you going to do in 
the meantime, watch a movie? vs You 
can clean it yourself, you’re not doing 
anything!**

45 (47.8%) 32 (34%) 17 (18%)

Ex.19: So, what am I supposed to do, 
give you a medal for that? vs If you 
did it for me, don’t mention it all the 
time!***

6 (6.3%) 63 (67%) 25 (26.5%)

*  Context: You just tried to give your friend some advice – that he should  study more and go out less, but he gets 
offended, and responds angrily.
**  Context: You just told your sister/brother to clean the apartment, and (s)he gives you the angry response.
***  Context: Parents are angry at their disrespectful teenage son. They are telling him that they do not deserve this, 
as they did so much for him. The teen responds with the RQ/statement.

Although it is difficult to give a clear account of why there is so much difference in 
responses to different RQ-statement pairs from this subsection (especially Ex.15 vs Ex.19), 
a potential explanation could be linked to the pretended answer provided by the speaker. 
Namely, this answer sounds much more sarcastic in Ex.19, as it relates to something 
impossible (a teen giving his parents a medal for doing so much for him), whereas in 
Ex.15 it sounds much more realistic (your brother/sister watching a movie instead of 
cleaning the apartment). Another possible reason could be related to different roles of 
interlocutors, which might affect the interpretation of the strength of sarcastic RQs with 
insulting implications (a disrespectful teen being sarcastic with his parents vs one angry 
brother/sister being sarcastic with another).

While the evaluation of the six sarcastic RQ / insulting declarative pairs, contextualized 
and non-contextualized, did not yield uniform results, it can still be concluded that the 
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second hypothesis does not hold, as only in one case some mitigating effects have been 
noted. On the other hand, in four examples, the most common response (in two of them 
selected by the majority of the respondents) was that sarcastic RQs act as amplifiers, 
which points to potential amplifying effects of sarcastic RQs with insulting implications. 

However, further research on this is needed, especially considering the fact that 
responses from this subsection were highly varied and that the outright statements, which 
have been paired with sarcastic RQs, did not contain harsh or derogatory words, which 
could have affected their interpretation, and, possibly, could have elicited different answers 
from the respondents. 

Conclusion

The present study examined potential softening or intensifying effects of insulting RQs 
compared to corresponding insulting statements. The research was motivated by previous 
accounts (Frank, 1990; Ilie, 1994; etc.), which found that RQs can sometimes serve as 
mitigators and, at other times, as amplifiers, depending on the intention of the speaker. 
Based on the results from two surveys taken by 276 Bosnian university students, two 
hypotheses regarding the harshness of RQs with insulting content or implications have 
been tested: compared to corresponding insulting declaratives, insulting RQs, whether 
with or without explicitly offensive terms, will act as amplifiers, and sarcastic RQs with 
insulting connotations will act as mitigators.

Based on the obtained results, we can conclude that the first hypothesis has not been 
verified. Namely, despite the finding that more respondents recognized strengthening, rather 
than softening, effects of RQs in cases where the insulting content is implied or stated 
without the use of derogatory words or expressions, the fact that about two-thirds of the 
respondents failed to recognize such RQs as amplifiers shows that the hypothesis cannot be 
confirmed when it comes to such RQs with insulting content. In the case of insulting RQs 
that incorporate derogatory terms used as presuppositions in reference to the addressee, 
there is almost no difference between RQs and statements in terms of their offensiveness, 
which indicates that, in such instances, derogatory words mostly determine the harshness 
of insulting content. The form of such utterances becomes irrelevant. However, suppose 
derogatory terms are not used as presuppositions in reference to the addressee or used in 
reference to a third party. In that case, then the results hint at slight mitigating or amplifying 
effects, respectively, of insulting RQs when compared to corresponding declaratives.

Regarding the second hypothesis (that sarcastic RQs with insulting implications will 
have softening effects when compared to outright non-sarcastic statements with insulting 
content), although the results from both surveys were surprisingly varied, it is still evident 
that the hypothesis does not hold, as some mitigating effects have been noted only in one 
out of the six evaluated examples. What is more, the finding that in four examples, some, 
or even strong, amplifying effects of sarcastic RQs have been identified indicates that 
such RQs could act as amplifiers.  
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The overall results indicate that, when it comes to expressing insulting content, although 
slightly more inclined towards the amplifying rather than mitigating interpretation, 
non-sarcastic RQs have only a minor influence on the harshness of such content. When 
insulting content is expressed in the form of sarcastic RQs, the results indicate that such 
RQs could act as amplifiers rather than mitigators. However, further research is needed 
on the potential amplifying effects of sarcastic RQs, compared to insulting declaratives, 
especially in light of varied responses to different examples of sarcastic RQs evaluated 
in this study.
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